Constellation Energy Begins Construction on Maryland's Largest Solar Photovoltaic Power
System
16.1 MW System Located at Mount St. Mary's University to Supply An Estimated 22 Million Kilowatt Hours
of Emissions-Free Electricity Per Year
BALTIMORE, September 29, 2011 - Constellation Energy (NYSE: CEG) today announced that its retail energy business
affiliate has started construction on a 16.1 megawatt DC grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) solar installation in Emmitsburg, Md.
Part of the state of Maryland's Generating Clean Horizons initiative, the approximately $60 million solar facility will be financed,
owned and operated by Constellation Energy. Renewable electricity produced by the system will be purchased by the state of
Maryland's Department of General Services and the University System of Maryland under 20-year solar power purchase
agreements.
"Our state's growing 'green' sector is vital to our ability to create jobs and compete in the new economy," said Gov. Martin
O'Malley. "I'd like to thank Constellation Energy for their commitment to helping us move toward our renewable energy goals.
Together, we will continue to make Maryland a leader in the nation's efforts for clean energy, bring more green jobs to our
communities and create a more sustainable future."
Constellation Energy employs approximately 75 people to construct the solar installation, and expects that workforce to reach a
peak of 150 people during the height of construction. The system is scheduled for operation in early 2012 and is expected to
produce more than 22 million kilowatt hours of emissions-free electricity per year. Generating the same amount of electricity
using nonrenewable sources would result in the release of 15,170 metric tons of carbon dioxide or the equivalent emissions
from 2,975 passenger vehicles annually, according to U.S. EPA data.
"Projects like this are part of Constellation Energy's commitment to provide clean energy products and services for our
customers, both in Maryland and nationally," said Mark Huston, head of Constellation Energy's retail energy business.
"Constellation Energy's new 70-megawatt Criterion Wind Project, located in Garrett County, Md., meets the clean energy needs
of approximately 23,000 households. We look forward to developing additional renewable projects that will help Maryland meet
its environmental goals."
Currently the largest solar photovoltaic power system under construction in Maryland, the ground-mounted installation will be
comprised of approximately 220,000 advanced thin film PV panels from First Solar (Nasdaq: FSLR) situated on 100 acres of
land leased from Mount St. Mary's University. In addition to the 16.1- megawatt system, Constellation Energy is developing an
approximately 1.3-megawatt solar power system on the site that will supply power directly to the university.
"This partnership with Constellation Energy supports our sustainability goals here at the Mount," said Thomas H. Powell,
president of Mount St. Mary's University. "We continue to lead the way as responsible stewards of the environment, by
recognizing the importance of clean, renewable energy for our students and the community."
In addition to PV technology, First Solar is providing engineering, procurement and construction services for the project.
"First Solar is excited to be working with Constellation Energy on Maryland's largest PV project," said Frank De Rosa, First
Solar senior vice president of project and business development for North America. "Utility-scale PV solar is a clean, affordable
source of renewable energy in many parts of the United States beyond the Southwest, where it is typically thought of."
In February 2009, the Maryland Energy Administration, in partnership with the University System of Maryland and the
Department of General Services, approved the award of four renewable energy projects under the Generating Clean Horizons
program to spur the development of large-scale, commercial renewable energy projects. Under the initiative, the state issued
requests for proposals for long-term power purchase agreements from renewable sources delivering clean power to the grid by
2014.
Constellation Energy currently owns and operates approximately 100 megawatts of solar installations that have been
completed or are under construction for commercial and government customers throughout the United States. By structuring its
solar projects as power purchase agreements, Constellation Energy requires no upfront capital from its customers and is able
to provide power at a fixed cost that is less than projected market rates.

Commercial customers, universities, school systems, hospitals and government agencies interested in on-site solar installations
of 1 megawatt or larger may contact Constellation Energy at sustainable-solutions@constellation.com or 1-877-427-2005.
To watch a brief video about Constellation Energy's solar power systems, please visit: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GyaXDmgM55M .
About Constellation Energy
Constellation Energy (www.constellation.com) is a leading competitive supplier of power, natural gas and energy products and
services for homes and businesses across the continental United States. It owns a diversified fleet of generating units, totaling
approximately 12,000 megawatts of generating capacity, and is a leading advocate for clean, environmentally sustainable
energy sources, such as solar power and nuclear energy. The company delivers electricity and natural gas through the
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE), its regulated utility in Central Maryland. A FORTUNE 500 company headquartered
in Baltimore, Constellation Energy had revenues of $14.3 billion in 2010.
About First Solar, Inc.
First Solar manufactures solar modules with an advanced semiconductor technology, and is a premier provider of
comprehensive photovoltaic (PV) system solutions. The company is delivering an economically viable alternative to fossil-fuel
generation today. From raw material sourcing through end-of-life collection and recycling, First Solar is focused on creating
value-driven renewable energy solutions that protect and enhance the environment. For more information about First Solar,
please visit www.firstsolar.com.
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